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Diamond Aircraft Soars: More Than 200 Employees
Wanted In Austria And Canada For Increased Production
After one year under the new management of the
Diamond Aircraft Group, the company is on a very good
way to achieve its goal to be the leading company in
General Aviation in its class worldwide. After a huge
staff increase in 2018, the company now is looking
to employ even more people in 2019 as production
is doubling.
Liqun Zhang, CEO Diamond Aircraft Austria: “We do not
see the take-over of Diamond just as an investment
opportunity. We are here for the long-term and want
to grow Diamond on its existing sites. Diamond’s
headquarters in Wiener Neustadt have been appointed
as the global lead and technology centre and are strongly
developed further over the coming years. We are ramping
up production from 90 units, close to almost 200 units

per year, more than double the volume. In 2018 we have
already added more than 100 employees in Austria
and we are hiring more people from the local area that
are interested in a fascinating position at one of the
leading GA manufacturers in its class. We are planning
to increase our staff capacity from more than 600 to
800 for 2019 due to high production increase. Especially
for our aircraft manufacturing we are urgently searching
staff. We also have lots of job opportunities in Research
& Development, Sales, and Administration.”
Diamond Aircraft Austria is holding a Job Info Day
focusing on jobs in production on 22 February, 10 - 13
o’clock at Aviaticum // Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin Str. 1,
2700 Wiener Neustadt, Austria. Candidates can just drop
by with their CV and apply.
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Also the Canadian branch of Diamond Aircraft, currently
employing over 300, is further growing and still searching
for more workers, especially skilled trades as business
is booming.
“We are doubling our production in 2019 to 150 units as
global demand is growing. After adding more than 100
workers in the past year, we are hiring another 100 people
in all departments in 2019 to meet global demand. Our
biggest challenge is getting good, skilled people. The
labour pool in London, Ontario is pretty shallow right
now. We are looking for motivated people in the greater
London area that want a unique opportunity to join our
world class aircraft manufacturing company,” says Scott
McFadzean, CEO Diamond Aircraft Canada.

End of 2017 Wanfeng Aviation Industry Co., Ltd. acquired
Diamond Aircraft Industries GmbH (DAI Austria), Diamond
Aircraft Inc. (DAI Canada) and Austro Engine GmbH (AE).
For more information: www.diamond-air.at/en/mediacenter/press-releases/news/article/diamond-aircraftgroup-acquired-by-wanfeng-aviation-industry
For jobs in Austria: www.diamond-air.at/de/careers
For jobs in Canada: www.diamondaircraft.com/aboutdiamond/careers

About Diamond:
Diamond Aircraft, headquartered in Austria, produces a
full range of high quality certified all composite aircraft
including the 2 seat DA20, the 4 seat DA40, 4 seat twin
engine DA42 and 7 seat twin engine DA62. Diamond
uses proprietary lead-free jet fuel piston engines, made
by Austro Engine GmbH of Austria, for the DA40, DA42
and DA62. Diamond applies modern technologies
to achieve high fuel efficiency, low noise, excellent
performance and safety. Our aircraft are flown by
private pilots and professional flight training operators
and institutions worldwide. The entire Diamond range
is distributed and supported in the USA and Canada by

Diamond Aircraft Industries Inc. (Canada).
For more information about Diamond Aircraft Industries
Inc. (Canada) go to: www.diamondaircraft.com
For more information about Diamond Aircraft Industries
GmbH (Austria) go to: www.diamond-air.at
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